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We investigate Markov chains that are characterized by properties of their Markov semigroup. 
If the Markov semigroup is completely positive, we call the Markov chain to be of generalized 
Orstein-Uhlenbeck type. We give a type of integral representation. 
class L * completely positive operator * process of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type 
1. Introduction 
Processes of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type have been studied in a series of papers, 
especially by Sato and Yamazato [3], Wolfe [4] and Brockwell [1]. A problem that 
has been treated in detail is the presentation ofoperator-self decomposable distribu- 
tions as limit distributions of processes of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type. 
Let a temporally homogeneous Markov process (X,) on [0, oo) have transition 
probability 
P(X~+,~AIX~=x)= f IA(e-'x+u)drl(u) (1.1) 
(for Borel sets A), where ~7 is a probability on [0, c~). If f is n times differentiable 
with D"f >~ O, then D"g >1 O, where 
g(x)=U(f(X~÷,)lX~=x). (1.2) 
Let (Mr) denote the Markov semigroup associated with (Xt). We have D"M,f  >- 0 
for D"f >- O. 
Loosely speaking, we call a time homogeneous Markov chain of generalized 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type, iff the Markov operator M1 satisfies DnM~f>-O for 
Dnf>~O. Assuming the existence of an invariant measure for certain Markov 
operators related M~, we deduce the representation f an important class of Markov 
chains of generalized Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type as a type of integral of processes 
of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type. 
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2. Completely positive operators 
First, some notation. No is the set of nonnegative and N the set of positive integers. 
Co denotes the space of continuous functions on [0, oo), vanishing at infinity and 
endowed with the supremum norm. CO* (C-~, WA) stands for its dual space (space 
of positive and continuous functionals on Co, probability measures on A, A e {[0, 1], 
[0, oo), [0, oo]}). For r/~ Co* the Laplace-transform ~ is given by ~ =Se -s' dlT(t). A 
function f(t) is called completely monotone (c.m.) if for all n S No (-1)"D"f~>0, 
where D denotes differentiation. A celebrated theorem by S. Bernstein represents 
each c.m. function as the Laplace-transform of some rl ~ C~-. M stands for the set 
of exponential polynomials on [0, oo), i.e. 
M= feCo 3s i>0,  a ieR,  N,f(t)= 2 a~ e-~'' • (2.1) 
i=0 
Each continuous linear operator is completely determined by its values on M. We 
define D and J on M by Df=f'  and i f (x)=-S~fdt.  An operator B on Co is 
called completely positive (c.p.) if for all n ~ No a positive bounded linear operator 
B, exists, such that for f ~ M 
B,,f(x) = D"BJ"f(x). (2.2) 
Each B, is again c.p. 
Theorem 2.1. Let a c.p. operator B be given. Define a sequence (A,,) by 
x.=llB.II. 
Suppose a Ix ~ W[O, oo),/z # 6o, exists, such that, for n ~ No, f ~ Co, 
f B.f(x) dtx(x)= X. f f(x) dlx(x). 
Then a v ~ C~ with carrier ca(u)c_ [0, 1] exists, such that 
a ,= I A" d r (a )  
and 
B. e-St(x)= 
J t (xs) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
- -  dt,(a ). (2.6) 
Proof. Let f~(t) = e -st ( s>0) .  Bfs(x) is c.m. Thus for all s>0 a m~(dz) ~ C~ exists, 
such that Bf,(x) = rfi,(x). A transformation of the variable ~- = As gives a m(s, dA) 
C~-, such that 
Bf~(x) = f e-*XXm(s, dA). (2.7) 
J 
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B,=D"BJ"  on M implies B,,f~(x)=[.e-SXXA"m(s, dA), which gives A,,/2(s)= 
[. B,f~(x) dp.(x)= ~ X" e-'XXm(s, dX) r ig (x)= J X"fL(Xs)m(s, dX). The (X,) are thus 
moments of a positive measure v on [0, oo). For s>0 let bs=sup ca(m(s, dA)) 
(b, = ~ possible). We have 
lim S A"~.(As)m(s, dX) A 
,-.oo S A"m(s, dA) - /x(b,s) .  (2.8) 
Taking ~ A"m(s, dA) = B,, e-"(0)<~ X,, into account, we get ft(b,s) >I ft(s), which 
implies b, ~< 1. Polynomials are dense in C[0, 1]; thus 
for all n ~ No implies 
,,(d,X), m(s, OA)-  ~-~s) 
which gives (2.6). 
A/x • W[0, oo) is a measure of class L, iff for all X e [0, 1] a/z ~ • W[0, oo) exists, 
with 
^ -"A g(Xs)g (s). (2.9) 
If g is of class L, then any 1/• W[O, 1] with ~,({0})= 0 defines a c.p. operator through 
(2.6). g e W[0, oo), not even infinitely divisible, exist, such that relation (2.9) defines 
a/z  ~ • W[0, oo) for some ;~ • (0, 1). Take, for example, the uniform distribution on 
[0, 1]. Let H(g)= {A ]/2(s)=/2(As)/2~(s) for a /~ ~ W[0, oo)}. Any z, with ca(~,)c_ 
H(/z) and 1,({0}) = 0 defines a c.p. operator through (2.6). We do not know whether 
the fact that the operator defined by (2.6) on M has a c.p. extension to Co implies 
ca(~,) c_ H(#.). For a great variety of v's this is known to be the case. These include 
all discrete v's and the situation described in Section 3. Here we prove the following 
result. 
Lemma 2.2. For Ix ~ W[0, oo), let v ~ W(O, 1] be discrete with ca(v) = {A1 <. . .  < A,} 
and z,({Ai}) = ai. I f  (2.6) defines a c.p. operator B, then ca(v)c_ H(tz). 
ProoL Let k~ n. We choose a polynomial q(A)=Y, biA i with q(Ai)= 8~kak 1. For 
_ --sit f~M, f ( t )=Xc je  ,weget 
IX cj[~( sj)/ ~L( AkIj) [ = IX  b,B,f(O)l <- Z Ib, l lB,f(O)l 
<- Z Ib, l llfll , 
so that a bounded measure g~ on [0, oo) exists which satisfies (2.9) for Xk. NOW 
let, for i ~< n,/.t ~' denote a bounded measure on [0, oo) which satisfies (2.9). 
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Let c>0,  fe  Co, f>~0 and f ( t )=0 for t>~c. Define, for y=AkX, fy by fy(t) = 
f(t-y). Then X(Ak+I--Ak) f> C implies 
For X(Ak+l 
f(Aix-AkX+t) dlxX'(t)=O for all i>k .  
0<~ lim (1/Ak)"B,,,fy(X)=ak 
rM ---> O0 
--Ak)>~C (or any x~>O if k=n) we deduce 
f f(t) dlz*~(t), 
which implies '~k E H(/x). 
3. Processes of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type 
Consider the c.p. operator B x defined by 
Baf(x) = f f(Ax+t) dtxX(t) (3.1) 
where A e H(/x). We have B~ = A nBX. A temporally homogeneous Markov process 
(X,) on [0, oo) is of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type (0-U type) if its Markov semigroup 
(Mr) satisfies Mt = B A for a measure /x of class L and A =e -t. A temporally 
homogeneous Markov chain (Xn) is of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type, if a/z e W[0, oo) 
and a A e H(/x) exist, such that M1 = B ~. 
In the case of a process of O-U type, the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup 
(M,) is an extension of an integro-differential operator Go defined on continuously 
differentiable functions with compact support by 
Gof(x) = aDf(x)- bxDf(x) 
/- 
+ J (f(x+u)-f(x)-u(l+u:)-lDf(x))dcl(u). (3.2) 
Here a and b are constants and 7/~ C~- satisfies ~/({0}) =0 and 
f u2(l+u2) -~ drl(u)<oo. (3.3) 
Processes of O-U type have been studied in a series of papers [1, 3, 4]. Here we 
generalize this concept. Call a temporally homogeneous Markov chain (An) of 
generalized Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type (g. O-U type), if its transition operator MI 
is c.p. We shall show that in some cases a Markov chain of g. O-U type is a type 
of integral of processes of O-U type. 
For/.i, e W[0, oo) denote by K(/z) the set of c.p. operators B such that (2.4) is 
valid. To each B e K (~) a unique v e C~- corresponds through equation (2.6). Denote 
these v's by Ko(/X). K(/~) is convex, closed under composition and closed under 
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passing from B to B1. This implies that Ko(/Z) is convex and closed under multiplica- 
tive convolution (i.e. Vl and v2eKo(IZ) implies v3EKo(/Z), where v3( f )= 
~Sf(hto) dVl(h) dv2(to)). Ko(/Z) is closed under passing from v to hv(dh) and if a 
sequence (v.) in Ko(/Z) converges to v in the w*-topology, then v({0})=0 implies 
v ~ Ko(tZ ). 
Let T(A) = - ln(A) and define K~(/x) c_ W[0, oo) by r/~ K~(tz) iff r/= T(v)  (r l (A)  = 
v (T - I (A ) )  for any Borel set A) for a v~ Ko(/~) with v([0, 1])= 1. Kl(/z) is convex, 
w*-closed, closed under convolution and 77 ~ KI(/X) implies rll ~ KI(~), where r h 
is absolutely continuous with respect o 7/ and the Radon-Nikodym derivative is 
given by 
dr/1 e -t 
d~/(t) - ~-(1). (3.4) 
Lemma 3.1. Let g~ ~ W[O, oo) be convex, w*-closed and closed under convolution. Let 
71 ~ I (  imply ~71 ~ K. (rh given by (3.4)). I f  there is an ~! ~ K such that r I # 8o and 
in f (ca( r l ) \{O})=O , then g~ = W[O, ~).  
ProoL We have to show that, for all/3 > 0, 88 ~/(. Let ~ ~/ (  such that ~ # 80 and 
inf(ca(rl)\{0}) =0. By passing, if necessary, to r/1 we can choose an ~7 which has 
finite moments of all orders. Let 
and 
J t e -k' dr/(t) 
ak = j e_k, d~7(t) (3.5) 
nk= ~kk (3.6) 
where [x] denotes the largest integer smaller or equal to x. Let Pk E g with Laplace 
transform given by 
~k(S) = ( Cl(s + k)~ nk 
For e~k = S ti dpk(t) we have el,k = nkak and 
2 _ nka2 + aknk S _ t 2 e -k' dr/(t) 2 
e2,k = nkak ~ t e -k' dr/(t) " 
2 Let Vk = e2,k -- e~,k. Then ak -'> 0 and aknk --> fl imply Ca.k-'> fl 
accumulation-point poo of (Pk) 
fl)2 dpoo(t) = O, implying p~ = 8 8. 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
and vk ~ O. For any 
(in W[O, oo]) we have ~tdpoo( t ) - - f l  and ~ ( t -  
Theorem 3.2. If, for  /z~W[0,  oo), a v~Ko(/~) exists, such that z ,#a l  and 
sup(ca(v)\{1}) = 1, then Ko(/Z)= C[0, 1] ÷ c~{vl v{0}=0}./z is then o f  class L. l fB  ~ 
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is defined by (3.1) for tz and if (Bk) is the sequence of positive bounded operators 
satisfying (2.2) with B corresponding to u, then for f ~ Co and x >>- 0 
BXf(x)= lim Ak"~B~f(x) (3.9) 
k--*oo 
where a e (0, 1 ] and 
nk = I Akin ~d~(A) j -  (3.10) 
Proof. All we have to prove is (3.9). Define a Markov semigroup (M,) by Mt = B A 
with A = e -t. Def ine 7/~ C~- by 
for h e C[0, co]. 
Then 
fh ( t )  d~7(t)=f h( - ln  A) dr(a)  
e-k'Mtf(x) drl(t). B~:(x)=f xkBXf(x) dv(A)=f 
For/3 = - In  A define ak, nk and Pk by (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7). Then Pk 
Ak"kB~f(x) = f Mtf(x) dpk(t)-> Maf(x)= BXf(x), 
S t e -k' dr/(t) 
ak -- ~ e_k, drl(t) 
while 
gives 
)[k In A dr(A) 
Ak 
nk= - IAk lnAd-v(A)"  
W • 
) 8 8 implies 
(3.11) 
In terms of Markov chains and Laplace-transforms Theorem 3.2 reads as follows: 
Corollary 3.3. For a Markov chain (X,) on [0, co) of g. O-U type define g(s, x) 
(s, x> 0) by 
g(s, x)= E(e-SX'+~lX, =x). (3.12) 
Suppose, for I~ ~ W[0, co), a Markov chain (X,) of g. O-U type exists, such that 
MI ~ K (/z ). I f  
/ I\" o"g 
lim l im[ - - /  ~,(s ,x )  
x-,o n \ S /  OX 
and 
= a ~ [0, 1) (3.13) 
lira 
n-~oo 
(On+lg /Oxn+l ) (s ,x ) - -Ot ( - -S )  n+l e -sx 
(O"g /Ox" ) (s ,x ) - -a ( - - s ) "  e -~x - - - s ,  
(3.14) 
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then a Markov process (Zt) of O-U type exists, such that for every Markov chain 
(Y~) of g. O-U type with M1 e K (lz ) there is a ~, e W[0, 1] satisfying 
P(Y~+~eA I Yn = x) = f P(Z-,nX aiZo=x) dr(A) (3.15) 
.I 
for any Borel set A ~ [0, oo). 
4. Examples 
For a/z  e W[0, oo), MC(/z) denotes the class of Markov chains of g. O-U type 
with M1 e K (/x). 
Example 4.1. If/z is the exponential distribution with density h(t) = e-', is given 
by/z ~ -- ASo+ (1 - A)/z and the transition probability of any (X.) e MC(/z) by 
P(Xn+l<~ZxlXn=x)= I (A + (1 - A)(1 - e-X(~-~)) du(A) (4.1) 
[O,z] 
fo r  a p s 
Example 
fora  ks  
W[0, 11. 
4.2. If/z is the uniform distribution on [0, 1], then A e H(/z)\{0} iff A = 1/k 
N. In this case, 
k--1 
/ z "=(1 /k )  2 8,/k. (4.2) 
i=0  
The most general (Xn) e MC(/z) is given by (x, y e [0, oo)) 
P(Xn+l<-ylX.=x) = Z (ak/k)min(k,[yk-x+l]) 
k>~x/y  
where ak >I 0 and ~ ak = 1. 
(4.3) 
Proof. t 2x = ;t ~k e-s~k -- ;t Y~k e--s<Ak+l> (S > 0) implies that h e H(/z) iff ;t = 0 or 
;t = l /k  for a keN.  Let, for BeK(tz) ,  ve W[0, 1] be given by (2.3). It can easily 
be seen that ca(v)c_ H(Iz), so that we can find nonnegative r al numbers (ak) with 
~, ak = 1 and v =Y~ akS~/k, SO that, fo r fe  Co, 
E(f(Xn+OlXn=x)=Y~k a  f f (x /k+t )  dl~l/k(t) 
=E (ak/k) E f ( (x+i) /k) ,  
k i<n  
which implies (4.3). 
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